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GLOSSARY OF LOCAL TERMS
Agarbatti : Scented batti (see below)
Batti
: Bamboo stick with masala (see below) paste rolled on to it and as yet
unscented
Jiggat
: Powdered bark of trees such as Litsea glutinosa, Machilus macrantha,
Persea macrantha, etc. that provides a natural glue for the masala (see
below)
Masala
: Paste made principally of charcoal and jiggat powders.
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SUMMARY

THIS publication examines the effect that the introduction of bamboo incense stick
production as a livelihood option has had in the employment and income levels of women
in the rural subsistence economy of Tripura, India. The interventions by TRIBAC have
resulted in:
•

Generating employment: The introduction of batti rolling added more components
to the local value chain, thereby creating additional avenues of employment for the
rural people. Additional processes involved in batti production generated 11 new jobs
for each job in stick production. By 2008, 1,387 women had found steady, first time
employment in organized clusters.

•

Enhancing income: Monthly incomes increased from the pre-employment level of
nearly USD 0.00-0.56 to USD 29.00-89.00 for fulltime workers (depending on the
segment of the value chain in which they are involved), though most choose to work
part-time to varying degrees. Higher benchmarks were set for fair payment to
community workers, who are now earning nearly 90 percent higher returns for their
labour.

•

Increasing production: Production of batti by TRIBAC and TRIBAC-supported
community enterprises increased from 170 kg (255,000 sticks) in 2005 when it was
first introduced to 33,322 kg (49,983,000 sticks) in 2007. More employment and
better incomes spurred multi-fold increase in the year-on-year production of batti in
Tripura with benefits to all involved.

•

Growing opportunity: Given the current production of 125 billion sticks in Tripura,
there is potential to create 150,000 full-time jobs through community enterprise
clusters.

India is the largest producer of incense sticks or agarbatti in the world, with an estimated
production of 208 billion sticks annually and market value of more than INR 41.63 billion
(USD 926 million) in 2008. This amounts to over 42,000 tonnes of sticks made from nearly
85,000 tonnes of bamboo. The sector is estimated to be growing at 20 percent annually.
Industry sources say that, at one time, about 90 percent of the bamboo sticks used in the
agarbatti industry came from Tripura, a state in the north-eastern part of India. Much of
the growth in stick production has since taken place outside the state, and now Tripura's
share has come down to 50-60 percent: still, a very significant 25,000 tonnes or 125 billion
sticks are produced annually. A large number of women in Tripura are involved in the
bamboo stick-making activity. They mostly work during the time spared from domestic
chores and subsistence activities. The work brings in the much-needed cash income that
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has a high opportunity cost for them even though the bamboo sticks capture only
1 percent of the final value of agarbatti.
In the past, bamboo has been mostly obtained free of cost from the forest and hence, all
the earnings from the stick making activity belonged to the women involved. Increasingly,
these earnings are being affected by the growing scarcity of bamboo, resulting in
communities having to buy much of the bamboo used for stick making leading to
reduction in net income. The bamboo flowering that started in 2002 and its subsequent
die-back encouraged many in the villages to expand agriculture into previously bamboogrowing areas, thereby threatening a resource that is an integral part of village life in the
state and an important source of income.
In 2003, INBAR and its partners in India, CIBART and its daughter organization TRIBAC, set
out to address this situation. The primary goals were to create new employment, increase
the returns to the women in the bamboo sector, and redress the bamboo resource loss. The
basic strategy was to secure adequate income for the rural poor through sustainable
bamboo-based livelihoods. Conserving and enhancing an existing and traditional
occupation – bamboo working – was important since income generating opportunities
were few.
Tripura has many development challenges: geographical isolation, difficult terrain, slow
development of infrastructure, lack of major industries, absence of developed markets,
poor purchasing power, shrinking land availability, falling agricultural activity, high rural
poverty, and low representation of women in the workforce. Around 34 percent of its
people, overwhelmingly from indigenous communities, are poor and without any
immediate options to sustainable livelihoods that would alleviate poverty. A large number
of women in Tripura remain marginalized, without any scope for remunerative
employment.
The long-term INBAR Action Research Site in Tripura was set up in 2003 as part of a
bamboo-based livelihoods project that INBAR developed together with the Forest
Department of Tripura. It was implemented through TRIBAC, an NGO set up by CIBART,
and the government of Tripura.
A key factor in the success of TRIBAC was the village extension system. TRIBAC enrolled 71
young men and women in a network that reached out to 4,600 households and 331 SHGs
in 37 revenue villages. The project included bamboo stick production as one of its incomegenerating activities. In 2005, TRIBAC introduced rolling of batti (the unscented incense
stick) for the first time in Tripura to generate more employment (broaden impact) and
increase income earned (deepen impact).
TRIBAC has till July 2008 provided agarbatti enterprise and livelihoods training to over
3,200 men and women, reorganizing the trained people into micro enterprises based on
SHGs, or as CECs. At present, TRIBAC's agarbatti operations cover 25 villages and benefits
1,387 people – its production involves 944 people working directly with TRIBAC and a
further 443 people outside TRIBAC in clusters of home-based producers. About 95 percent
of them are women.

8
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The production outside TRIBAC is from its trainees who have ventured to set up CECs that
continue to be supported and backstopped by TRIBAC. The most successful enterprise
cluster now has production that is approximately half the direct production by TRIBAC,
thereby demonstrating the success of the strategy.
TRIBAC's intervention has helped increase incomes from agarbatti-related work. The
average monthly income from bamboo stick production of a new or inexperienced
entrant, calculated on full-time basis, has gone up by 86 percent from INR 700 in 2005 to
INR 1,300 in 2008 (USD 15.55 to USD 28.90) per month. Similarly, income from rolling
batti has increased from INR 770 to INR 1,440 (USD 17.10 to USD 32.00) during the same
period – an increase of 88 percent.
Experienced persons, who currently constitute around 27 percent of producers, can earn
up to INR 1,950 (USD 43.30) per month from stick making and INR 4,000 (USD 89.00) per
month from batti rolling on a full-time basis. Considering that 80 percent of those
participating did not earn any income before and the remaining 20 percent mostly had an
average monthly income of just INR 25 (USD 0.56), the earnings represent a significant
income. For production of inputs used in batti making, the monthly income realized is INR
130 (USD 2.90) for charcoal making, and INR 1,980 (USD 44.00) for processing jiggat.
It should be noted that rural households in Tripura are in a subsistence economy. Cash is
needed only for those purposes that are not met through subsistence. In addition,
subsistence activities limit the time available for off-farm activities that generate cash
income. Most rural women in Tripura thus choose to work part-time to varying degrees
unlike their counterparts in urban areas. This reflects their priority for subsistence activities
that ensure their food security.
New employment has been generated by the introduction of batti rolling. While previously
only sticks were produced from bamboo in Tripura, the production of batti needs not only
(a) the bamboo sticks, but also (b) charcoal and (c) jiggat. Further, charcoal and jiggat
powders need to be combined and kneaded into a paste, and rolled on to the sticks. Thus,
11 additional employment opportunities have been created with the three new lines of
employment/income generation. For every 1 job of stick-making, batti production created
1 new job of charcoal production, 3 for jiggat processing and 7 for batti rolling.
Addressing the value chain between the 1 percent value-addition level (bamboo sticks) to
the 10 percent level (raw batti) is important from the point of view of employment
generation because 90% of employment is generated at this stage. However, as 90
percent value addition takes place in the steps after batti rolling, TRIBAC has added the
steps of scenting (30 percent of final value) and packaging (30 percent of final value) and
launched three brands of agarbatti aimed primarily at the rural market and partly the urban
market. These have also created new employment.
There is considerable opportunity to scale up batti production in Tripura. While the
production of bamboo sticks for agarbatti making in Tripura was 25,000 tonnes in 2008,
the production of batti was only 45 tonnes. That means that only 0.1 percent of the
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bamboo sticks produced in Tripura are being converted to batti with 10 percent value
addition within the state, while 99.9 percent are being converted elsewhere. Thus, the
state is losing income earning and employment opportunities of over 150,000 poor rural
women.
Inadequate investment and limited access to credit for working capital are constraining the
sector's rapid development. To address this, INBAR and CIBART are helping set up a
microfinance institution for the agarbatti sector in Tripura, given that most individual or in
clustered enterprises are micro to small scale. A separate company is being facilitated to
make the needed investments for rapid scale-up.
The four aspects that make agarbatti production attractive as a tool for socio-economic
development are: its low entry barrier, especially the comparatively low capital investment;
labour-intensiveness; home-based production and the ability to employ mostly women;
and the large potential for horizontal spread. This has been demonstrated by the pilot
work described in this report. The development of the sector and increased value addition
can reduce abject poverty significantly. As this report highlights, the sector uses sustainable
resources, involves large numbers of rural people (directly proportional to production) in
employment, and generates cash income opportunities for those who never had such
avenues. Above all, it economically empowers the tribal women, often dubbed the
“unchanging face of India” as decades of development have passed them by.

10
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1. TRIPURA: THE CONTEXT AND ISSUES

Fighting the Odds
THE PEOPLE of Tripura have to fight several odds: geographical isolation, difficult terrain,
slow development of infrastructure, lack of major industries, shrinking land availability,
falling agricultural activity, high rural poverty, low representation of women in the
workforce. All these factors combine to significantly lower livelihood opportunities and
perpetuate poverty in the state.
On the map, the Indian state of Tripura looks like a pocket burrowed into the side of
Bangladesh. Tripura is an isolated state, with Bangladesh covering its northern, southern
and western sides through an 856 km-long boundary that accounts for 85 percent of the
state’s perimeter. The state’s land-link to India is limited mostly to a 60 km strip that
connects it with the state of Assam, which along with Mizoram, shares its eastern
boundary. This peculiar political geography
Figure 1: Location and map of Tripura
makes commerce with Bangladesh easier
than with the mother nation. 1 The
topography of the state – plains towards the
west and hills towards the east – too
supports this direction of trade. However,
open trade between the countries is
constrained, and has created clandestine
trade and grey markets.2
Almost 70 percent of Tripura is hilly terrain,
and this has made communication and
transportation difficult propositions.
Growth in infrastructure has therefore been
very slow-paced; the Centre for Monitoring
Indian Economy (CMIE) has accorded Tripura
63 in its infrastructure index as against the
all-India average of 100. Combined with the
“distance” from the rest of India, this has
cost Tripura dearly in economic development and employment creation. Only one major
road – National Highway 44 – links the state to the rest of the country and rail linkage is
very limited.
Another fallout of the hilly terrain, and forests that cover 60 percent of the land area, is that
the land available for cultivation is limited, though agriculture is the primary economic
activity of the people. The low availability of cultivable land and the increasing number of
people have brought considerable pressure on the land. Most conflicts in the state can be
traced back to this issue. The number of rural people dependent on agriculture for
1

Prior to August 1947, the current Bangladesh was part of the Bengal Province of India.

2

India's formal trade with Bangladesh is pegged at USD 1.5 billion a year, while the unofficial (and often illegal)
trade is estimated at USD1 billion. Analysts say that a third of this unofficial trade occurs from Tripura. For
instance, a substantial part of the bamboo harvested in the state goes to feed paper mills in Bangladesh through
the porous border.
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livelihood has been steadily declining in the state and is currently about 55 percent of all
workers. Of this, nearly 40 percent are agricultural labourers. Most of the farmers are small
or marginal holders.
The urban population of Tripura is less than 18 percent of the total, reflecting the dominant
rural character of the state. Current estimates put overall poverty in the state at 34.4
percent, placing it as the sixth poorest state in the country. Rural poverty is higher at 40
percent.3 The highest population densities are in the state’s most fertile agricultural lands,
located in the western plains and the eastern valleys. About 69 percent of the state is under
the Tribal Areas Autonomous District Council (ADC), indicating the predominantly tribal
character of the state: there are 19 tribes, with Tripuri, Reang, Jamatia, Chakma and Halam
being the main ones. The tribal people reside mostly in the hills and practice shifting (slashand-burn) cultivation, locally called jhum, which is almost a way of life. Jhum hardly
produces any surplus, but helps sustenance and partly meets food security.
Manufacturing is largely small-scale and includes many cottage industries, such as
weaving, carpentry, basketry and pottery making. The Economic Census of India (2005)
counted 188,284 industrial enterprises of various sizes in the state, and only 1.6 percent of
these enterprises had more than 10 workers.
The percentage of rural women who find non-agricultural employment is low at 19.0
percent compared with an all-India average of 24.3 percent. Participation of women in
total workforce too is a low 21.0 percent against an all-India percentage of 25.7. Read
together with the high dependency ratio (dependence on incomes of others such as their
Figure 2: A typical bamboo house of a rural smallholder

3
The data from the Planning Commission and other sources such as the Tripura Human Development Report 2007
and Economic Review of Tripura 2006-07 put the state's poverty at 34.4 percent. The data may differ from those
provided by other sources, such as those from the state government agencies.
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spouses) of 1.76, which is one of the highest in India, this aspect points to the low
economic status of women in the state.
To sum up, Tripura currently does not have the basic infrastructure and conditions that
would support industrial economic interventions aimed at achieving a higher human
development index. Rates of unemployment and poverty are high, while agricultural land
and productivity are low, which necessitate non-agricultural and non-industrialized
livelihood solutions, preferably those that increase workforce participation aimed at
gender equality.

The Promise of Bamboo
India's North-eastern parts lay claim to almost two-thirds of the country's sizeable
bamboo growing stock, and use of bamboo as a material too is most extensive in this
region.4 The forests of Tripura, for example, abound with 19 species of bamboo spread
over 2,397 square kilometres – nearly 23 percent of the state's geographical area. The
indigenous people in the area use the material for myriad purposes ranging from fencing
to housing, fans to furniture, baskets to bridges, food to medicine.
Figure 3: Bamboo clumps in Tripura's forest

4

India is estimated to have the largest reserve of wild bamboo in the world, with a growing stock of about
13.47 million tonnes spread over 9.6 million ha in 128 species belonging to 23 genera (Tewari, D. N. 1992).
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This abundance of bamboo and the tradition of its varied use, coupled with the presence of
a large number of socio-economically marginalized indigenous communities, made NorthEast India a candidate region for the ARS initiative of the International Network for
Bamboo and Rattan (INBAR). As an International Development Research Centre (IDRC)
initiative since 1984 and an intergovernmental organization since 1997, INBAR has been in
the forefront of efforts to improve the socio-economic well-being of producers and users
of bamboo and rattan. In the latter half of the 1990s, it had conducted a series of studies to
assess the status of these two resources in the countries where they grow, as well as to
determine a set of actions that would help streamline the production-to-consumption
chains and enhance their value to provide sustainable livelihood options to the people
involved. With funding from the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD),
INBAR launched its long-term ARS after the beginning of this millennium, aiming to
validate the options that the studies proposed, to test the role of bamboo and rattan technologies in enhancing and enlarging livelihoods, and to understand the potential of these
two key non-timber forest products (NTFPs) to take people beyond prevailing social and
economic constraints.

Rooted in tradition, low in value
With nearly half of the state's forest cover being dense forest, the per capita forest cover of
Tripura is a relatively high 0.22 ha (compared with the national average of 0.066 ha).
Figure 4: Bamboo and other plants in a typical homestead
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Bamboo features in 38 percent of the total forested area, as either pure or mixed bamboo
forest.5 Although Tripura has 19 species of bamboo, the commonly used species are Muli
(Melocanna baccifera), Bari (Bambusa vulgaris), Mirtinga (Bambusa tulda) and Barak
(Bambusa balcooa). Tripura has a significant amount of homestead bamboo: a clump or
two of bamboo in the backyard of rural houses is a common sight. The state estimates
bamboo in small holdings at 10,900 ha.
Figure 5: Weaving clothes on bamboo loin loom

Traditions tend to be very strong in Tripura, and bamboo is such a tradition. “Once born,
you cannot survive without bamboo,” goes a wise saying among the tribal people of
Tripura. This is literally true because in certain tribes, the first time a person comes into
contact with bamboo is immediately after birth, when his or her umbilical cord is cut with a
bamboo blade. And bamboo accompanies him or her, as bier for the mortal remains, to the
last gate of life. In between these two events lies the chain of life, in touch with bamboo at
every turn and twist.
Bamboo's widespread availability made its role almost indispensable in the local lifestyle
(Table 1). Close to 73 percent (135 million culms) of the bamboo extracted is used in the
housing sector. Bamboo culms are used also to construct field and house fences. Bamboo
also finds extensive application in agriculture and fishing, and in making a wide variety of

5

Muli bamboo (Melocanna baccifera) in the North-east started flowering in 2002, and currently the stands in
Tripura and other Northeastern states have mostly died out. It would be a few years before these replenish.
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containers. Basketry in Tripura has developed to a fine art: some woven pieces are so finely
worked that they look as made of ivory. The traditional garments of the people are woven
on a loin or back-strap loom, which is a very simple but effective device constructed from a
few bamboo culms. Bamboo shoots are an important part in the local diet.
Table 1: Annual usage of bamboo in Tripura (2001)
Quantity used (million culms)

Type of use

Housing

134.69

Supply to paper mills

16.51

Handicrafts

3.20

Agricultural implements

1.47

Other uses

28.39

Total usage

184.26

Source: Tripura State Bamboo Policy, 2001

According to Tripura's Bamboo Policy document,6 the annual extraction level of 184.26
million culms is much beyond the sustainable annual yield of 142.60 million culms; this,
combined with bamboo flowering and death of clumps, has resulted in a shortage such
that the cottage industry is now purchasing bamboo from traders. The supply chain begins
with the tribal extractor who obtains the bamboo from the forest and is therefore the first
link in the chain. The tribal people engaged in shifting cultivation are allowed to extract the
bamboo free of cost for construction of their huts and other uses. In addition, bona fide
users and cultivators from the villages adjoining reserved forests are entitled to a free
permit to the extent of 250 culms of bamboo per family per year.
Figure 6: Bamboo supply chain in Tripura
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6
Tripura was the first Indian state to draft an official bamboo policy, in 2001. This followed a state bamboo
policy workshop that was organized by INBAR and financially supported by UNIDO.
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Value addition has been only 2-3 percent of the extracted bamboo although Tripura has
varied and extensive use for its bamboo resources. It is estimated that around 6.1 million
workdays per year of employment is generated by the management and extraction of
bamboo. According to the Centre for Science and Environment (CSE), the tribal people
who extract Muli bamboo from the forest get just INR 0.50 (USD 0.01) for each bamboo
pole. The pole fetches about INR 2.00 (USD 0.04) when it reaches Chakmaghat and INR
5.00 (USD 0.10) in Agartala market.7
The number of people engaged in bamboo-related work is very high - nearly a quarter
million - according to the National Mission on Bamboo Applications (NMBA). Still, except
for intricate craftwork limited to a few master craft-workers, the rest of the bamboo-based
production continues to be oriented towards the local subsistence economy, while the
commerce is largely controlled by middlemen who pocket the maximum benefits. In
general, traditional and low-volume products dominate, one notable exception being the
incense sticks (agarbatti) sub-sector.
Figure 7: Bamboo rafts docked at the Chakmaghat bamboo market

7
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Muli bamboo prices have since gone up to INR 8-10 due to the scarcity caused by gregarious flowering.
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Making of bamboo sticks for agarbatti is neither very traditional nor low-volume. India is
the largest producer of agarbatti, with an estimated production of 208 billion sticks
annually and a market value of more than INR 41.63 billion (USD 926 million). This
amounts to over 42,000 tonnes of sticks made from nearly 85,000 tonnes of bamboo.
Industry sources say that, at one time, about 90 percent of the bamboo sticks used in this
lucrative agarbatti industry came from Tripura; but much of the 10 percent growth in
production in the sector has taken place outside the state. The state's production of
bamboo sticks is still a very significant 25,000 tonnes.8
When INBAR started the Action Research Project, it was evident that for Tripura, bamboo is
the most important non-timber forest resource that can provide a basis for livelihood
creation and employment generation for the cash-strapped communities. While bamboo
tradition that makes the material familiar was a huge plus point, the long-standing
traditions tended to make introduction of new technologies and products relatively
difficult. Resistance levels could be less to migration within one product group – such as
baskets – that employs the same or similar production techniques, and more to switching
from one product group to another – for example, from basket to charcoal briquette. This
aspect is reinforced in Tripura because bamboo-working is largely a household activity in
which family members participate. The household work and the bamboo work find a
balance over the time, and routines thus created could be difficult to alter.
Thus in 2003, the picture that Tripura presented was mixed. There were several strong
points – abundant bamboo, a well-set tradition of bamboo working, cultural acceptance
of bamboo, perennial rivers that make transportation of bamboo easier, a state
government supportive of the sector. There were several weaknesses too – abundance and
usage of bamboo is limited to a few species (with Muli bamboo far outpacing the others),
low level of mechanization in the sector, people alien to enterprise culture, relative
isolation of the state, remote locations difficult for transportation and communication,
lack of infrastructure, and so on. In balance, these very strengths and weaknesses made
the task both challenging and interesting.

8

Forest Department, 2008
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2. CHARTING A NEW PATH

Figure 8: Map of Tripura, showing TRIBAC
project areas

IN 2002, INBAR had carried out two
major studies on Tripura for the state
and national governments – one a
Tripura Bamboo Development Mission
to assess the potential of using bamboo
to develop economically and
environmentally sustainable livelihoods
for the poor, and the other to
specifically explore the market
opportunities for Tripura's bamboo
sector that could support a value-added
industry. These studies are the
foundation on which several later
initiatives of government and donor
projects have been based. As both
studies returned positive results, INBAR
initiated a bamboo-based livelihoods
development project. Bamboo incense
sticks production was a major element
in the mix of livelihoods that INBAR
developed for the project.

The project needed an institution to implement the activities at field level, and TRIBAC was
set up in 2003 for the purpose by CIBART, the Indian partner organization of INBAR, as a
not-for-profit joint venture with the Tripura government. TRIBAC was conceived as an
autonomous, community-based, professional organization, backstopped by technical
agencies and experts.
TRIBAC operations succeeded because its services – as an organizer of communities,
facilitator of livelihood opportunities and builder of skills and capacities – were of value and
in demand. It was also able to adapt to the new situations and innovate to maintain its
value. Banking on inherent strengths, it was able to move from project mode to enterprise
mode in a relatively short time.
TRIBAC also established three producer societies with depots in different blocks of districts
which cross-supported each other and helped derive further value to the participating
community. One such society was in Melaghar block in West Tripura. Bamboo stock in the
block was inadequate and hence, the supplies were bought from bamboo traders. The
communities therefore had even lower margins (income from labour) compared with
those elsewhere. TRIBAC addressed this by setting up the producer societies, with one in
Chakmaghat with a depot, which is the receiving point for floated, commercial bamboo.
The bamboos were processed into internode cylinders and transported to Melaghar,
where another producer society set up in 2003 with a depot, made them available to its
women producers at fair prices. The concept has since been accepted and adopted by a
number of individual entrepreneurs. Even small bamboo entrepreneurs/suppliers have set
up micro depots at village level and are supplying bamboo, which the individual
entrepreneurs are purchasing for making agarbatti sticks.
22
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Profile of the Action Research Site
Social Factors
TRIBAC's operational area spans three of the four districts of the state – Dhalai, North
Tripura and West Tripura. All three districts have sizeable populations of poor rural
communities.
Table 2 provides the demographic profile of the area as per the Census of 2001. Tribal
people made up more than half (54.0 percent) of the population in Dhalai, and about a
quarter each in North Tripura (25.5 percent) and West Tripura (25.3 percent). Together the
Scheduled Castes (SC) and the Scheduled Tribes (ST),9 the socio-economically backward
communities, accounted for a shade more than 70 percent in Dhalai, 44.5 percent in West
Tripura and 39.5 percent in North Tripura (Table 2). Overall, the project areas were 80
percent rural – Dhalai the least urbanized and West Tripura (which includes Agartala, the
capital city), the most.
Table 2: Population data of TRIBAC project districts (2001)
Population

District
Total

Male

Female

Rural

Urban

SC

ST

Dhalai

307,868

159,095

148,773

289,001

18,867

49,817

166,326

North
Tripura

590,913

302,946

287,967

528,244

62,669

82,902

150,500

West
Tripura

1,532,982

785,579

747,403 1,122,915 410,067

295,698

387,081

TOTAL

2,431,763 1,247,620 1,184,143 1,940,160

428,417

703,907

491,603

In all three districts, on-farm work as cultivators or agricultural workers dominated
employment, pointing to acute shortage in other avenues of employment. As Dhalai and
North Tripura are predominantly hilly areas with low productivity, this indicates the
subsistence character of on-farm activities. Women's employment was highest, in terms of
percentage, in the household industry sector (Table 3). At the same time, the sector also
was the lowest in terms of number of people employed. Both these factors were
encouraging for the project, which was targeting household enterprises with high women
participation.
9
'Scheduled Castes' and 'Scheduled Tribes' are indigenous Indian communities who were excluded from the caste
system – the social superstructure of Hindu (even Indian) society. These communities, especially Scheduled
Castes, were relegated to menial labour with no possibility of upward mobility, lacking opportunities for
educational, social and economic growth. To remedy this, the Government of India Act of 1935 prepared two lists
(schedules) of these communities, and accorded preferential treatment for raising their socio-economic status.
These lists, with modifications, were later appended to the Indian Constitution.
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Table 3: Type of economic activities in TRIBAC project districts (2001)
Total workers

Cultivation

Agricultural
work

Household
industry work

Other work

Dhalai

126,761
(43,523)

42,080
(14,176)

39,409
(17,398)

3,218
(2,091)

42,054
(9,858)

North
Tripura

194,758
(49,494)

53,789
(12,301)

31,119
(10,585)

8,847
(6,139)

101,003
(20,469)

West
Tripura

534,348
(137,269)

113,468
(31,425)

113,405
(44,572)

17,867
(9,378)

289,608
(51,894)

District

Figures in parentheses refer to number of women workers

It is interesting to note that the percentage of women's participation in work was the
highest in Dhalai (Table 4) – a predominantly “backward” area with SC and ST
marginalized communities constituting 70 percent of the population (Table 2) – in which
the total participation of both men and women in economic activities was also higher at
41 percent than the other two districts (Table 4).

Table 4: Profile of economic activities in TRIBAC project districts (2001)
Total workers

Main
workers

Dhalai

126,761

92,570

North
Tripura

194,758

West
Tripura

534,348

District

Marginal
workers

Total work
participation
(percent)

Women's
work
participation
(percent)

34,191

41.2

29.3

156,385

38,373

33.0

17.2

436,870

97,478

34.9

18.4

A survey of the women workers in household industry revealed that they were mostly
engaged in handloom weaving, making baskets and mats of different types, bamboo
sticks for the incense industry, and various handicraft items. The work was hardly
remunerative – it had no relation to the cost of production and labour was never factored
in. Thus, in terms of earnings, the household industry existed more because of the high
opportunity cost of cash; most other needs were met through subsistence. While the
industry has comparatively higher participation of women, a large number of women were
still left out because of lack of vocational training, linkages and seed money.
TRIBAC began implementing INBAR's Action Research with funding from INBAR, and the
livelihoods project with funding from India's Ministry of Rural Development. In June 2003,
INBAR experts were actively involved in the design of the modalities and in providing
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technical assistance. TRIBAC's work covered 73 villages in 37 Village Panchayats10 in West
Tripura (12), Dhalai (9) and North Tripura (16). Specific project areas covered around
36,000 households spread over 107 sq. km (Table 5). From these villages, close to 4,600
households and 331 SHGs, which had the membership of about 3,600 women, became
directly involved with TRIBAC-led livelihood activities. The focus of bamboo-based
livelihood activities included production technologies for agarbatti, furniture, bamboo
charcoal and coiled bamboo utensils.
Table 5: Details of TRIBAC project areas (2003)
District

Total
villages

Total
households

Project
area (ha)

Village
Panchayat

Villages

Population Households

Dhalai

156

62,085

47,166.0

9

31

42,511

8,054

North
Tripura

163

116,265

21,819.3

16

22

78,905

14,813

West
Tripura

274

321,777

38,155.3

12

20

69,472

13,058

TOTAL

593

500,127 107,140.6

37

73

190,888

35,925

Livelihood Assets
At this point, a wider view is necessary to take in the preparations the TRIBAC-led project
adopted to make the livelihoods development initiative sustainable over time. Like any
economic activity within the sustainable livelihood framework, bamboo-based livelihood
activities, including agarbatti, too require a range of assured capital resources – the
natural, the human, the social, the physical and the financial – to be in place. Some of these
were available and ready; some had to be restructured, while some had to be created.
Building Natural Capital
The principal natural capital targeted was bamboo. A major portion of the bamboo
resource in the project areas was Muli (Melocanna baccifera), which the communities use
for a wide range of purposes. However, gregarious flowering had started in this bamboo
species towards the end of 2002.11 As the flowering clumps would die out over a period,
regeneration of Muli and resource generation involving other bamboo species were a
prerequisite of the project. In the absence of which, it was likely that the other bamboo
species would suffer due to greater harvesting pressure on them.

10

Village Panchayats are the foundation of the Panchayati Raj, the village-level local government system in India. A
Village Panchayat can be set up in villages with a population of more than five hundred. A Village Panchayat will
serve two or more villages if the population of these villages is less than five hundred.
11
Based on cycle, bamboo flowering occurs in three types: annual (continuous), sporadic (irregular) and
gregarious (periodic). Gregarious flowering is defined as: “Simultaneous flowering in all the culms in a clump and
all the clumps in a population of a particular species spread over a large geographical area.” Bamboo clumps over
vast areas, sometimes across countries, are known to flower more or less simultaneously, produce fruits and then
die out. The interval of such flowering varies from three years to 120 years, depending on the species.
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A programme was developed to carry out an inventory of all the villages in which TRIBAC
worked. In 2003 using satellite imagery with ground truthing using Global Positioning
System (GPS) instruments, a survey was carried out to determine the availability of bamboo
within 1, 2 and 3 km distance from the centre of the village to assess the easily accessible
amount of bamboo.
Among the 330 villages that were assessed for bamboo resource strength, about 45
villages (13.6 percent) had bamboo resources covering more than 50 percent of the area
within the 1 km buffer. In 33 among these 45 villages, more than half of the resource was
Muli bamboo. Although 194 villages (about 59 percent) of the total of 330 villages
assessed had homestead bamboo, only in 6 villages homestead bamboo accounted for
more than 20 percent. The resource, therefore, was predominantly forest-based.
Figure 9: A screen shot of a GIS-based map of bamboo availability within 1 km radius of villages

The project subsequently implemented bamboo resource development activities:
•

Community nurseries set up at five locations in West Nalchar, Chakmaghat, Rajani
Sardar Para, Ambassa and East Bachai Bari areas with community cost sharing ratio
70:30 raising 150,000 plants;

•

150 farmers trained on the technique of macro proliferation to multiply the bamboo
seedlings;

•

27,000 seedlings/branch cuttings of different species were planted in 1,045
households;

•

72.5 km long riverbank bamboo planting for embankment protection utilizing
122,138 bamboo seedlings; and
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•

67,655 bamboo fruits of Melocanna baccifera supplied to the states of Kerala,
Chattisgarh, Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh, Goa and Maharashtra, besides several
institutions for research trials including trials on landslide and soil erosion control.

The quality of bamboo "wood" changes year on year. Therefore, bamboo-growing
communities, mostly tribal, were trained in age-marking of individual bamboo culms
(poles). This enables the objective harvesting of bamboos of specific ages, thereby
ensuring consistent quality of the raw material, which in turn reflects on the consistent
quality of the finished product.
Building Social Capital
Community involvement – participation and partnership – was the cornerstone of the
livelihoods project. As the implementation area was geographically spread out across the
state, the project used a village extension system. The extension workers – Village
Community Organizer (VCO) at the village level and the Field Coordinator (FC) at the block
level – were the key link between the communities and TRIBAC. At the end of 2004, 71
extension workers were serving 37 Village Panchayats, each comprising more than one
village. Leading extension agents who were trained in aspects such as process flow,
costing, management, communication and technically in nursery development and plant
propagation, batti rolling, etc., increasingly took on a role of coordinating production. The
VCOs mobilized communities and initiated the process of setting up of bamboo-based
livelihood activities, while the FCs supervised the activities and provided need-based inputs
to the VCOs. Many of them have since become entrepreneurs themselves and contributed
to the impact of TRIBAC.
SHGs were created to provide the platform through which the community members and
TRIBAC could relate to each other. These SHGs were introduced to process flow and
costing methods to instil the concepts of quality production in quantity, enterprise
management and the ability to cost products. This sensitized the villagers to the intrinsic
value of resources, including their labour (which was never factored in earlier) and material
(which was taken for granted, as the bamboo was obtained from the forest for free). The
project also provided seed financial capital to these SHGs to initiate production. The work
pioneered the approach to take bamboo out of forestry and beyond handicrafts, and treat
it as a commodity amenable to value addition through industrial handicraft processing. It
also brought in the community as an organized stakeholder in the extraction and value
addition of a natural resource available to the community.
Building Human Capital
To optimize the available human capital, the existing handicrafts clusters in the project
areas were reorganized along skill-based activities. The communities were familiar with the
material and had the basic skills to work with it. Artisans, particularly in the Nalchar
handicrafts cluster in West Tripura, were introduced to simple machinery that would help
standardize the products for better quality and semi-industrialize the production for higher
quantity.
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A Traveller in the Development Path

Laxman Kumar Das

Thirty-three years of hard life does not show on the
face of Laxman Kumar Das. He was born into the
family of a marginal farmer who is also a traditional
artisan in Purba Durlavnarayan village of Melaghar
Block in West Tripura. Along with his two brothers,
Laxman worked the small patch of land that his
family owned. During breaks from field work, he
helped his artisanal family to make and sell bamboo
baskets, mats and other products. The cash income
that the family thus earned went a long way to meet
their daily needs.

Purba Durlavnarayan village was one of the areas included in the bamboo-based
livelihoods development project implemented by the Tripura Bamboo and Cane
Development Centre (TRIBAC). The project needed people with local knowledge to
mobilize the community, and its representatives approached the Village Panchayat
officials for help. The Panchayat officials presented a list of potential candidates to the
villagers. Laxman's pleasing demeanour and readiness to help made him the ready
choice of the people. Thus, on 15 September 2003, Laxman became a Village
Community Organizer (VCO), one of the 71 that TRIBAC recruited to cover 37 Village
Panchayats in four clusters.
TRIBAC trained Laxman on the project aspects and on process flow methods. There
were regular review meetings with TRIBAC people, particularly with the Field
Coordinator. Although the project was discontinued, the SHGs that TRIBAC has
promoted continued to receive support from the District Rural Development Agency
(DRDA) and Laxman still finds time to attend their meetings and extend support to
them.
Laxman has maintained linkages with TRIBAC's activities. “I am committed to such
work and TRIBAC gives me lot of opportunities. That is why I am working here as a
volunteer,” he says. Now, as part of the Gandhigram Crafts Centre project, he trains
people on the production of agarbatti and coiled bamboo products, sustainable
harvest and preparation of jiggat, charcoal production using drum kiln, etc.
TRIBAC continues its journey through people like Laxman, who knows the pulse of the
rural poor and what it takes to traverse the path of development.
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TRIBAC provided hands-on training to SHGs in small enterprise management and in
bamboo processing activities with support from national agencies such as the National
Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD), Small Industries Development
Bank of India (SIDBI) and National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC). Over the years, the
training emphasis has been changing. By 2004, within the livelihood development project,
TRIBAC had trained 662 community members on various aspects of community-based
production, enterprise management including process flow and costing of bamboo-based
production, and production technologies for bamboo and various bamboo products such
as agarbatti, furniture, bamboo charcoal and coiled bamboo utensils (Figure 10). Besides
this, about 500 community members from 139 villages were trained in propagation,
nursery management and scientific harvesting of bamboo (not included in Figure 10).
Subsequently, by June 2008, TRIBAC has trained a further 3,209 SHG members (see Figure
10) in activities such as hand-rolling batti, sustainable extraction of the bark of the tree
(Litsea glutinosa, Machilus macrantha, Persea macrantha, etc.), which provides jiggat, an
important ingredient of agarbatti, and production of charcoal from bamboo waste, mainly
for use as an ingredient in agarbatti production, thereby maximizing resource use. About a
third of the people trained work directly with TRIBAC. In December 2007, TRIBAC entered
into an agreement with the Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) for five years
to provide livelihoods training to the rural community under its Scheme of Fund for
Regeneration of Traditional Industries (SFURTI).
Figure 10: Community members trained by TRIBAC
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TRIBAC also provided training during 2007 at Karbi Anglong, Assam, India for IFAD's North
Eastern Region Community Resource Management Project (NECRM) for upland areas: 56
tribal community members (41 women) – all traditional shifting cultivators – were provided
hands-on training on incense sticks production and quality control, and linked to incense
sticks buyers. Average cash income earning of a trainee before training was just USD 3 per
month. Post-training, up to a ten-fold increase in income could be expected within a year
from batti production.
Building Physical Capital
An important exercise carried out was the trialling of the logistics of agarbatti production,
targeting the scope of a value-added industry in Tripura. A number of people from belowpoverty line households were already engaged in the production of bamboo sticks.
However, their earnings were meagre (about USD 15 per month in 2003 if full-time). Direct
marketing to end-user industry in South India was attempted to increase the earnings that
accrue to the producer. In 2004, a truck carrying 10 tonnes of sticks was sent to
Coimbatore (in Tamil Nadu) as a trial run. Although the trial succeeded in getting INR 1.00
more for each kilogram of sticks, the time, expense, risk and other logistical factors
involved negated much of the gain.
This trialling sparked off the idea of attempting value addition in agarbatti sticks
production so that maximum gains are retained in the primary and secondary sectors.
Introduction of batti rolling and production of branded agarbatti were the results of this
exercise. In 2005, with support from INBAR, TRIBAC succeeded in becoming the first
agency in Tripura to introduce batti making and to launch bamboo-based packaging for its
own brand “Neer Mahal”.
From 2006, TRIBAC decided to focus on agarbatti and set up a centre mainly for training,
processing and packaging, and marketing of agarbatti at Gandhigram, Agartala, to assist
artisans in processing, production and quality control. Noting the important work that
Figure 11: The Gandhigram bamboo crafts processing centre
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TRIBAC has been doing, Tripura government's Department of Handloom, Handicrafts and
Sericulture has provided a workspace for the Gandhigram Bamboo Crafts Processing
Centre (GBCPC). The centre, formally inaugurated in May 2006, now houses the activities
of TRIBAC/GBCPC, which include production of agarbatti, coiled bamboo products and
bamboo mats. In addition, about an acre of land is available for future expansion. This unit
has machines for slat making, sliver making, cutting, turning and sanding that the SHGs
could use.
The Gandhigram Centre works like a social enterprise. It buys the raw materials and
processes them into products, which it sells for profit. It also buys raw batti from the SHGs,
processes it into branded agarbatti, and markets it in and around Agartala. Both costs and
profits are shared by the SHGs involved. Overheads like marketing and transportation
expenses are all chargeable. TRIBAC is competing in the market with its own brands of
agarbatti. It has also marketed products such as bamboo furniture, slivers, mats and bowls
of coiled bamboo to other states. Such orders, however, are seasonal and transportation of
bulky items is costly. The unit therefore continues to focus on agarbatti, while working to
produce stackable bamboo articles that would reduce transportation costs for longer
distance markets.
Batti rolling was one area in which extensive training was provided. As of June 2008, 839
women produce rolled batti for the Gandhigram Centre, while another 35 are engaged in
supplying the ingredients needed for the batti (Figure 12).
Figure 12: Artisans working directly with TRIBAC/GBCPC in the agarbatti sector
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The TRIBAC initiative has graduated from production of bamboo sticks in 2003 to rolling raw
batti in 2005 to branded agarbatti in 2006, providing cash income opportunities to several
(Figure 12). Currently, most women under the TRIBAC programme – 89 percent – are
engaged in batti rolling. It has also ensured the backward and forward linkages to ensure
supply of raw materials and markets. For two years, 2005 and 2006, bamboo sticks used to be
purchased from the SHGs that TRIBAC had helped organize. After the establishment of the
GBCPC, a portion of the bamboo sticks needed is being processed in-house and the centre is
totally managing the entire agarbatti production chain from end to end.
GBCPC, since 2007, has started to locally market its own brands of agarbatti, taking value
addition to its limit. Besides the 944 engaged in agarbatti production, it has also engaged
people to sort (25), package (10) and market (5) batti and agarbatti.
Building Financial Capital
TRIBAC has been mainly reliant on grants to undertake its activities although revenue from
sales and consultancies are gathering momentum. Grants have helped TRIBAC build the
human resource and institutional infrastructure needed. TRIBAC has received technical
resource development grants and consultancies from various national and regional
development agencies within the country such as SIBDI, NABARD, KVIC, North-Eastern
Development Finance Corporation (NEDFi), the Tripura Bamboo Mission and Tripura
government. A significant indicator of performance in the market has been the steady
growth in sales over the years.
Figure 13: Funding received and revenues accrued to TRIBAC/GBCPC
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Overall, the financial health of TRIBAC has been improving with a healthy growth in 2008
of both grant investments from agencies as well as sales revenue, acknowledging the
impact of TRIBAC's work (Figure 13). More recently, TRIBAC has been approached to be a
part of the implementation of two major projects over the next 3 to 4 years period, both
focusing on bamboo-based livelihood development. The Japan Bank for International
Cooperation and the Indo-German Cooperation are supporting these projects in
collaboration with the Government of Tripura.
Likewise, the prospects for growth of revenue from sales are robust. However, a major
constraint to date in growth and spread of benefits has been the lack of credit. Growth in
production and in the reach of TRIBAC that would benefit even larger numbers of women
has remained constrained by inadequate investment into working and fixed capital. Much
of this is due to limited access to credit. In the past, working capital has been mostly built
up through internal accruals. INBAR and CIBART are now helping TRIBAC set up a
microfinance institution for the agarbatti sector in Tripura, given that most individual or
clustered enterprises are micro to small in scale. TRIBAC has also set up linkages with
Bandhan, a micro financing institution, for providing small credits to SHG enterprises.
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3. THE BUSINESS OF AGARBATTI

AGARBATTI production uses traditional skills and renewable resources largely obtained
from forests. While production requires simple technologies and low capital investments,
the industry is highly labour intensive. In this lies the attractiveness of the sector for rural
poverty alleviation since a large number of people can be benefited. Agarbatti is a widely
consumed product domestically and internationally. While the unit cost is low, it is
produced in large volumes of several billion sticks a year; the production process is manual;
and it is produced largely by women in informal home-based work or working in SHGs,
often at their own pace. The industry thus leads to home-based income generating
opportunities for very large numbers of women.
Figure 14: Members of a self-help group rolling agarbatti

Agarbatti Value Chain
The production process of agarbatti essentially entails four stages: (1) production of
bamboo sticks for the central core of the agarbatti; (2) production and preparation of
charcoal and jiggat powder; (3) preparation of incense paste (masala) and its application
onto the bamboo stick to produce the batti; and (4) scenting, or application of perfume, to
produce the agarbatti, followed by packaging. The value addition between these stages is
nearly exponential. The last stage is the most value-adding, and is done in the company
that owns the brand. The first three stages are outsourced, mostly to women. Over the
years, some of the process steps have been mechanized; otherwise, the process has
remained the same.
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Agarbatti Production Process

Bamboo sticks – these will be sundried before polishing (rubbing
together to remove loose fibres)

Bundles of polished bamboo sticks
awaiting transportation to SHG units
for further processing

Cutting the bark of the tree from
which the adhesive powder jiggat is
made

Sun-drying the harvested bark which
is then powdered to make jiggat

Sieving the powdered jiggat, which
is an important ingredient of the
masala paste used for agarbatti

Measuring out powdered charcoal,
the second ingredient of the masala

Mixing jiggat and charcoal powders
to make masala

Rolling a dollop of masala onto a
bamboo stick as an even coating to
make the batti
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Spraying a unique mixture of
perfumes on to the batti, thus
turning them into agarbatti

Packing a number of agarbatti into a
plastic cover, which will be sealed to
preserve the fragrance

Packing agarbatti packets into
cardboard boxes that bear the brand
name

Cartons of one of TRIBAC's
agarbatti brands

The value chain of hand-rolled agarbatti, as produced in Agartala, Tripura, in 2008, was as
follows. The cost of an agarbatti stick at the hands of the consumer is about INR 0.20 (USD
0.004) to INR 0.35 (USD 0.008) as per price of common brands, although, depending on
the brand and size, this could go up to INR 0.60 (USD 0.013) per stick based on the number
of retailers in the value chain and the size of the stick. The bamboo stick costs just about
1 percent of this.12
Rolling incense mixture or “masala” onto the stick adds significant value and therefore, it
was a logical progression for the TRIBAC centre. The next value addition step is scenting
and then packaging. Beyond this point, the value addition is largely expenses incurred for
activities such as marketing, transportation and sales. Approximate value addition in each
stage is shown in Figure 15.

12

For the tribal processors, the bamboo cost has almost been nil, as they are exempted from paying royalty on
bamboo extracted in pursuit of their livelihood. Stick-making is economically worthwhile because of this
concession, the near-zero outlay needed for the business.
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Figure 15: A representation of the value chain in agarbatti production
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Enhancing Value Addition in Tripura
As value addition in stick-making is low, TRIBAC initiated batti rolling and agarbatti
production. Each SHG member currently earns INR 16-48 (about USD 0.36-1.07) per day
for rolling batti, typically working for about four hours. Besides supplying batti on order,
TRIBAC has also started batti scenting, packaging and marketing through various SHGs of
West Tripura district. TRIBAC has launched three branded incense sticks – Neer Mahal,
Rangmati and Long Tarai – that are gaining market share in the state. At present, the whole
operation covers 25 villages and involves 1,387 people, 944 directly working with the
TRIBAC centre and the remaining working independently but linked to TRIBAC for input
and sales. About 95 percent of them are women and mostly first-time earners who work
during hours spared from household work.

Increasing Production
When TRIBAC started production of batti in 2005, the production was a modest
170 kg (255,000 sticks). In 2007, this had increased several times to 33,322 kg
(49,983,000 sticks).13
Overall, the TRIBAC Gandhigram Centre alone has produced and/or marketed 31,351 kg
of batti in the three years since its inception (from mid-2006 up to July 2008). The
production is 61,241 kg for the same period when the production of three other entities –
Shukanto SHG, Vivekananda JFMC and Khasiamongal JFMC – supported by TRIBAC is also
taken into account (Figure 16).14
13

Production data of batti produced by TRIBAC and TRIBAC-supported CECs till 2007 is used as a basis for
comparison, since the total production volume for 2008 is available only until July.
14

The figures do not include “rejects” – batti produced but not marketed.
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Figure 16: Batti production by GBCPC and TRIBAC-supported CECs
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Increasing Employment
TRIBAC's initiatives in batti rolling have generated a substantial increase in employment.
While previously only sticks were produced from bamboo in Tripura, the production of
batti needs not only (a) the bamboo sticks, but also (b) charcoal and (c) jiggat, and (d)
charcoal and jiggat need to be combined and kneaded into a paste for rolling on to the
sticks. This has created additional employment opportunities with the three new lines of
employment/income generation – for every 1 job of stick-making, batti production created
1 new job of charcoal production, 3 new jobs for jiggat processing, and 7 new jobs for batti
rolling. Planting of jiggat trees is also on the rise – this is a new growth area. Employment
generation has thus gone up very significantly.
A salient aspect of primary and secondary steps of production – that is, stick making and
batti rolling – is the horizontal spread potential. Discussions with agarbatti manufacturers
have revealed that their production capacities are curtailed only by the lack of sticks or
batti. One company that has about 13 percent market share expressed readiness to lift up
to 100 tonnes per year at market competitive rates subject to quality standards being
met.15 Another company, a corporate giant with multiple business interests, is forming
several production tie-ups with cottage industries and even smaller agarbatti producers to
ensure supply of batti. The growth of the industry would benefit a very large number of
people because of the massive labour requirement. This is where initiatives like those of
TRIBAC are making a difference: creating steady employment where none existed.
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Agarbatti market is highly fragmented: one who commands 13 percent market share is a major player.
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Increasing Income
Since 2005, batti production in Tripura has substantially increased. Because of TRIBAC's
work that set the benchmark in fair price to community workers, the payment received per
kg of stick making has gone up from INR 3-4 (USD 0.07-0.09) per kg in the year 2003 to
INR 5-8 (USD 0.11-0.18) in 2008. The monthly income, calculated on full-time basis, of a
person engaged in stick making has therefore increased by 86 percent from 2005 to 2008
(Table 6).
Table 6: Increases in the income of agarbatti workers
Average monthly
income from
stick making

Increase in
income
(percent)

Average monthly
income from
batti rolling

Increase in
income
(percent)

2005

INR 700
USD 15.50

-

INR 770
USD 17.00

-

2008

INR 1,300
USD 29.00

Year

86

INR 1,440
USD 32.00

88

Similarly, the monthly income from rolling of batti too has increased, by 88 percent (Table
6) from the time TRIBAC initiated that value addition step. In 2005, 1 kg of batti fetched
INR 8 (USD 0.18); in 2008, this increased to INR 14-16 (USD 0.31-0.35). During the same
period, production increased 196 times – from 170 kg in 2005 to 33,322 kg in 2007 of that
produced and marketed by TRIBAC. Considering that 80 percent of those participating did
not earn any income before and the remaining 20 percent mostly had an average monthly
income of just INR 25 (USD 0.56), the earnings represent a significant income.
The production of jiggat generates an income that is 53 percent greater than that from
stick production and 38 percent over batti production. The price of powdered jiggat is INR
33 (USD 0.73) per kg, and the current average monthly income of a person engaged in
processing jiggat is INR 1,980 (USD 44.00).
The amount of residual charcoal produced in a household from firewood used for cooking
is 13 kg/month, which generates INR 130 (USD 2.90) per household/month. There is now a
system in place to collect the residual charcoal, although such charcoal makes up only a
small percentage of the amount used in batti production.
The average productivity from new trainees is 0.8 kg/h of bamboo sticks, 0.4 kg/h of rolled
batti, and 0.25 kg/h for jiggat. Experienced and skilled persons are substantially more
productive, with 1.25 kg of sticks/h and higher earnings of INR 625 to INR 1,000 (USD
13.90 – 22.20) per month. Similarly, experienced persons can produce up to 1.25kg/h of
batti. The earning from batti rolling goes up to INR 1,750 to INR 2,000 (USD 38.90 – 44.40)
per month. Other tasks such as sorting batti fetch INR 500 (USD 11.10) per month (parttime) while batti packing (full-time) fetches INR 1,500 (USD 33.30).16
16

Typically, most women make sticks or roll batti work for about 4 hours a day.
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It should be noted that rural households in Tripura are in a subsistence economy. Cash is
needed only for those purposes not provided for by subsistence activities, such as
medicines, children's education, and necessities such as clothes and footwear. In addition,
subsistence activities limit the time available for off-farm activities that generate cash
income. Most rural women in Tripura thus choose to work part-time to varying degrees
unlike their counterparts in urban areas; this reflects their priority for subsistence activities
that ensure their food security.

Community Enterprise Clusters (CECs)
TRIBAC facilitated by INBAR can rightly take credit for demonstrating the commercial
feasibility of setting up CECs that are SHG-based production units of batti and agarbatti in
Tripura. It also helped set fair rates for the producers that the others were compelled to
follow, and thus ushering in qualitative shift in the state's bamboo-based industry.
The case of Jaya Das, a housewife-turned-batti maker, and Shikha Rani Debnath, a
housewife-turned-entrepreneur, are illustrative of the points mentioned above (see
boxes). Jaya earns a steady income that supports her household, while Shikha, along with
her husband who is a master trainer in batti making, runs an enterprise that brings in a
clear monthly income of INR 4,000 (USD 88.90).

Moving up the ladder of life
Jaya Das was a housewife like several million others in
India whose lives are dogged by the lack of cash
income. Her household work took only a part of her
time. But as she did not have any particular skills, or
opportunities to acquire them, she could not employ
her free time in any remunerative activity. Her husband
worked as a waiter in a small restaurant, and his salary
was just enough to sustain the family of four.
Jaya's life turned for the better when she got trained in
batti rolling under the livelihoods project. She is now
part of an all-women SHG that sells batti to TRIBAC,
Jaya Das
and earns INR 700 (USD 15.60) per month. She can now
afford to buy the small comforts in life and save for the rainy days; as she chose to put it,
“Life is not difficult now.”
Jaya is among the hundreds of women who look at batti rolling as an avenue for
earning cash income that would allow them to raise their standard of living by a few
notches. The money they earn is not spent on subsistence items, which are largely met
through other means, but on articles that only cash can obtain – books for children,
better clothes and footwear, toiletries. Working in the agarbatti sector helps them
make a social statement – that they too are moving up the ladder of life.
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Skukanto SHG, which Shikha and her husband manage, has about 100 people at present,
half of them trainees. Not all of them will stick with the couple after completing training
and gaining experience; many will move on to new pastures, striking out to build their own
lives. This is another salient feature of the TRIBAC initiative - imparting of entrepreneurship
skills to people.

Driven by the entrepreneurial spirit

Shikha Rani with her brand of
agarbatti "Sukanta"

Shikha Rani Debnath and her husband Raju Debnath
run a micro enterprise in Agartala that leverages
local all-women SHGs to supply batti to larger
companies. Shikha used to be a Field Coordinator
for Melaghar Block (West Tripura) under TRIBAC and
received training under it. As one of the better
educated among the women trained by TRIBAC –
she has passed Part I of Bachelor of Arts exam – she
aspires to better things in life.

After marriage, Shikha Rani moved to Agartala with
her husband. The entrepreneur in her could not be kept tied down by domestic chores.
As her husband had received training in preparing “masala”, the mixture that is rolled
on to agarbatti, she persuaded him to join her to start a business. The couple took loans
from the district cooperative bank and a nationalized bank and set up a batti
production unit. The unit has now moved into scenting, packaging and selling rolled
sticks, under the brand name "Sukanta" in the local market. Their enterprise now
returns about INR 4,000 (USD 89) a month in clear profits, says Shikha. Raju is now a
master trainer in batti making.
Shikha represents a different type of woman: educated, relatively modern, not afraid to
take calculated risks and above all, driven by the entrepreneurial spirit. She has a fair
idea where she wants to be in a decade from now and works towards it, tapping into all
resources that she can muster. Shukanto SHG, the micro enterprise that she manages,
is actively competing with TRIBAC's Gandhigram Centre in batti production.
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4. TAKING STOCK

BAMBOO, perhaps, is the last significant natural resource available to the poor, which is in
the informal sector. It grows in many developing countries where poverty and social
backwardness are critical problems. At the same time, products from bamboo are
competitive in the wood products market. Together, these underpin the relevance of
bamboo in socio-economic programmes that seek to ameliorate rural poverty. The
inherent properties of bamboo as a perennial natural resource highly tolerant of the
vagaries of weather and its ability to grow in diverse conditions, and the wide wood market
opportunity that it provides – are perfect where problems of economic and social
backwardness exist.

Outcome of TRIBAC's Work
Bamboo-based livelihoods such as agarbatti making promoted by TRIBAC show a pathway
out of poverty. They use a sustainable natural resource, involve large numbers of rural
people in employment (directly proportional to production), generate cash income
opportunities for those who never had such opportunities and, above all, put a measure of
economic power in the hands of tribal women, often characterized as the “unchanging
face of India” as decades of development programmes have passed them by.
At a market value estimated more than INR 41.63 billion (USD 926 million) and growing
annually at about 20 percent, the opportunity that agarbatti presents for poverty
alleviation in rural Tripura is truly enormous. As mentioned earlier, India is the largest
producer of agarbatti in the world, with an estimated yearly production of 208 billion
sticks. Each of these billions of agarbatti sticks is produced by hand.
As an estimated 800,000 people directly work in the agarbatti sector in India, the social
dimension of the industry is very significant. A very large majority of them – about 90
percent – are women from socially marginalized and economically disadvantaged groups.
For these women, the cash earnings from the industry offer not only economic leverage
but also improved stature within the family and the community.
The initiatives undertaken by TRIBAC have had impact on the bamboo resource
development and brought in community-led institutional systems for the bamboo sector
development. Introduction of batti and agarbatti production by adding value to the
existing stick production resulted in building capacity of the rural women and created
additional employment avenues along with increasing incomes. To summarize, the
outcomes from these initiatives include the following:

Improving Resource Base
The recent flowering of bamboo has been seen by many in the villages as an opportunity to
expand agriculture into previously bamboo-growing areas. Bamboo availability has
therefore gone down while demand for bamboo sticks is increasing. It is noteworthy, that
the state of Tripura at one time use to cater to 90 percent of the bamboo sticks consumed
by the agarbatti industry has now gone down to 60 percent.
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At the start of INBAR's action research work in 2003, the rate of bamboo harvest was seen
as unsustainable. The flowering of Muli that started towards the end of 2002 and gathered
pace thereafter has compounded the rapid depletion of bamboo resources. A programme
was developed to examine the availability of bamboo stock in each village where TRIBAC
worked, to assesses the present and future needs of bamboo and the available land for
plantation to ensure that bamboo is available within walking distance to make it viable for
the women beneficiaries.
Planting material needed was then generated. Community nurseries were set up and
150,000 bamboo plants raised. TRIBAC trained 150 farmers on the technique of macroproliferation to multiply the bamboo seedlings, and planted 27,000 seedlings/ branch
cuttings of different bamboo species in 1,045 households. TRIBAC also trained the
bamboo-growing communities, mostly tribal, in age-marking of the individual bamboo
culms (poles) to ensure consistent quality of raw bamboo. However, the plantation,
propagation and training activities undertaken by TRIBAC did not continue for long due to
lack of financing; however the state government has been investing in this area.
The resource scarcity in the state of Tripura is being felt even to date and is becoming more
acute. The reduced availability of the traditional Muli bamboo that has been the mainstay
of the rural poor catering to their diverse subsistence needs including the building of their
houses, has had an impact on the rural poor. The agarbatti stick making sub-sector at
present is relying more on Mirtinga (Bambusa tulda) and other bamboo species that have
not flowered. It is likely that these species will suffer from further degradation and
decimation of stocks due to excess harvesting pressure from the unmet Muli bamboo
demand.
Bamboo flowering and the concomitant reduction in available bamboo stocks, especially
in local and accessible stocks, has thus caused a serious erosion of this important natural
capital, which serves poor rural women. If no timely action is undertaken, this erosion will
have a serious effect on several aspects of both the subsistence and cash economy in which
they exist and negatively impact them. Women are likely to be affected more than men,
since the bamboo would now have to be obtained from more distant places, thus reducing
the time available for productive activities, which could result in the shifting of part of the
earning power from them to men.

Institutional Backstopping
The establishment of TRIBAC as a dedicated local agency for bamboo and rattan
development with local ownership – three (women) out of the five directors from the
community – has proven to be pivotal. Experience has shown that sustainability of
community-based economic activities hinges on four conditions besides a sense of
ownership:
• Organizational and expert technical support for production at the grassroots level;
• Intermediary institutional (NGO) support at the grassroots level and provision of
essential services (such as input supplies, quality assurance and marketing);
• Support for capacity development among the community; and
A Pathway Out of Poverty
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• Provision of business services (such as credit and insurance) for the grassroots
organizations and intermediary NGO.
The operations of TRIBAC have all these ingredients for sustainability at the current level.

Village Extension System and CECs
The innovative village extension system, with young men and women chosen as extension
agents from the same village (and neighbouring villages) that they serviced, not only
helped build linkages but also had an important side benefit. Leading extension agents
who were trained in aspects such as process flow, costing, management, communication
and technically in nursery development and plant propagation, batti rolling, etc.,
increasingly took on a role of coordinating production. In time, some of them graduated
into entrepreneurs.
Many of the CECs of TRIBAC have thus been set up by enterprising village extension
agents. CECs are aggregated household enterprise systems that function as a unit. Up to
100 household enterprises could be within one CEC. They have a common depot
managed by the CEC coordinator who is not only responsible for inputs, but also for
quality and managing production, collecting the rolled batti and making payment. The
CECs are thus independent but retain a linkage to TRIBAC on whom they rely for technical
support, and for inputs and marketing. Women entrepreneurs like Shikha Rani have not
only carved a better life for themselves, but have also helped other women travel in the
pathway out of poverty.

Building Capacity
TRIBAC has trained 3,871 community members out of which 3,209 were mostly trained in
batti rolling. This has been the engine of the value added batti production revolution and
concomitant employment generation in the state; given that batti are hand-rolled, the
volume of production is directly proportional to the number of people employed in this
activity.
TRIBAC introduced the SHGs to process flow management and costing that brought in
concepts of professionalism and entrepreneurship among the workers. The agencies –
both private and governmental – that have ventured into the field later have found it easier
to organize SHGs and manage production.
Now, as a recognized and premier technical agency in Tripura, TRIBAC continues to train
many from the under-privileged classes under programmes run by agencies such as KVIC,
NABARD, Don Bosco Society, the Tripura Bamboo Mission etc. “We are very, very happy to
collaborate with TRIBAC because, whatever small initiatives we had undertaken in
collaboration with them have resulted in many livelihoods,” says V. Mohandass, General
Manager and person in charge of NABARD's Tripura operations.
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Generating Employment
The introduction of batti rolling by TRIBAC created three whole new lines of employment.
While previously only sticks were produced from bamboo in Tripura, the production of
batti needs not only (a) the bamboo sticks, but also (b) charcoal and (c) jiggat, and (d) the
combination of these into masala and rolling on to the sticks. This has created additional
employment opportunities with the three new lines of employment/income generation for every 1 job of stick-making, batti production created 1 new "job" for charcoal
production, 3 new jobs for jiggat processing, and 7 new jobs for batti rolling. The potential
impact of the initiative is thus 11 jobs created for every job unit in raw bamboo stickmaking. This is illustrated to some extent by the fact that the GBCPC in 2008 employed 70
stick-makers and no less than 873 masala makers and batti rollers.

Generating Income
TRIBAC's work has helped benchmark fair payment to community workers. Due to this
their monthly income from stick making has gone up by 86 percent since 2005 and that
from rolled batti making to 88 percent. Production increased 196 fold over that in 2005.
The current earnings of agarbatti sector workers are therefore much more remunerative
than when TRIBAC initiated batti-rolling in 2005.
In addition, jiggat processing generates an income that is 53 percent greater than that
from stick production and 38 percent over batti production. The price of powdered jiggat is
INR 33 (USD 0.73) per kg. The production of charcoal from firewood generates INR 130
(USD 2.90) additional income for each household/month.

Rural Marketing
Agarbatti are used by both urban and rural households. Given that the number of rural
households is much larger in Tripura, TRIBAC initiated marketing to rural households.
Three brands of agarbatti were developed and promoted by TRIBAC. These were aimed
primarily at the rural market though they are also sold in the urban market.

Women Empowerment
Overall, the efforts of TRIBAC had a significant impact on the empowerment of women.
Nearly 90 percent of the persons trained in batti rolling were women. Most of them (80
percent) are first time earners and undertook rolling of batti at home. Their participation in
a mainstream economic activity and the independence that income gave them has
resulted in increased confidence among the women. Their quality of life improved; the
women are better dressed and use footwear. As Shikha Rani says, “The earnings made by
women helped them be independent. They do not have to ask for money any longer, and
their men have started to realize the value of these extra earnings the women bring in.”
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The Road Ahead
There is a great need and opportunity to set up a social enterprise system for facilitating
distributed (extensive) production with an aggregating model combined with financing,
logistics and marketing, that includes all rural producers/producer groups in the ownership
so that they benefit from further value addition. From the point of view of employment
generation, addressing the value chain from the 1 percent (bamboo sticks) to 10 percent
(raw batti) value addition level is the most important because 90 percent of jobs are
created at this stage. There is considerable opportunity for scaling-up batti production in
Tripura.
While the production of bamboo sticks for agarbatti making in Tripura was 25,000 tonnes
in 2008, the production of batti was only 45 tonnes. That means that only 0.1 percent of
the bamboo sticks produced in Tripura is being converted to batti (10 percent value
addition) within the state, while 99.9 percent is being converted elsewhere. Thus, income
earning and employment opportunities of over 150,000 jobs for poor rural women are not
being realized in the state.
As a first step, TRIBAC envisages a pilot phase to scale-up production in the short-term
from the current 45 tonnes/year (67.5 million rolled batti) to 1,200 tonnes/year (1.8 billion
rolled batti) which would markedly increase the number of beneficiaries. Production will
then be ramped up further. An institutional vehicle to aggregate investment funds is under
incorporation. A production company is also being incorporated.
While preparing the foundation for the needed major development investments,
immediate critical constraints are being addressed now so that a growth path can be
established. The sector remains constrained by inadequate investment into working and
fixed capital due to limited access to credit. In the past, working capital was mostly built up
through internal accruals from grants that were the main source of revenue to TRIBAC. In
recent years, revenue from sales has been building up - the aim is to derive the majority of
income from sales so that sustainability is ensured. This is possible but needs much working
capital for which the needed institutional systems are being put in place. INBAR and
CIBART are helping set up a microfinance institution for the agarbatti sector in Tripura,
given that most individual or clustered enterprises are micro to small scale.
Quality is another issue that is being tackled. With support from ODI-IDRC,17 TRIBAC is
incrementally introducing a better rolling system and ensuring quality of the masala
(charcoal + jiggat paste rolled on to bamboo sticks). This has already led to a sharp drop in
rejects from 18 percent previously to around 3 percent at present and in itself is estimated
to result in incremental income of 15 percent.
The work done by TRIBAC and its Gandhigram Centre has received wide recognition
among various stakeholders and in the media. TRIBAC has received recognition at the state
level, and it provides technical support and advice to state government agencies such as
17
Project on ”Increasing the economic benefits derived by poor rural women producers in Tripura, India, from the
incense sticks (agarbatti) value chain within the context of a sustainable environmental and resource base”, July
2008-December 2009.
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the Tripura Bamboo Mission and the Department of Handloom, Handicrafts & Sericulture.
TRIBAC staff has participated in various workshops as technical resource personnel, and
several development projects – including those of World Bank, IFAD, Indo-Canada
Environment Fund and GTZ – have visited TRIBAC and studied its work.
Figure 17: A TRIBAC women Self-Help Group

The time, thus, appears to be ripe for TRIBAC and its Gandhigram Centre to scale-up and
extend their spread horizontally. It would need to build or upgrade linkages with other
players in the field – be it public, private or hybrid PPP – because the scope of the sector for
development is vast and all agencies put together have touched only a tiny part of it. With a
concerted effort facilitated by a wider collaboration among the stakeholders at all levels,
bamboo and agarbatti can clearly make a pathway out of poverty for the tribal women in
Tripura.
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Tripura has many development challenges: geographical isolation, difficult terrain, slow
development of infrastructure, lack of major industries, absence of developed markets,
poor purchasing power, shrinking land availability, falling agriculture activity, high rural
poverty, and low representation of women in the workforce.
In 2003, INBAR and its partners in India, CIBART and its daughter organization TRIBAC, set
out to address this situation. The primary goals were to, create new employment and
increase the returns to the women in the bamboo sector, and redress the bamboo resource
loss. The basic strategy was to secure adequate income for the rural poor through
sustainable bamboo-based livelihoods, so that it helps meet the incremental cash needs of
poor rural households in Tripura's primarily subsistence economy that provides them food
and housing.
A Pathway Out of Poverty examines the effect that the introduction of agarbatti
production as a livelihood option in Tripura, India, has had in the employment and income
levels of rural women. The interventions have resulted in generating new employment,
enhancing income from employment in the sector, increasing production of bamboo
incense sticks, and expanding the opportunity to create new jobs though community
enterprise clusters.
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